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Recovery gear to take youRecovery gear to take you  
to explore the unseen.to explore the unseen.

George4x4George4x4    was established in Brisbane,was established in Brisbane,    where the forests are dense, mountainswhere the forests are dense, mountains
are epic, waves are strong. George4x4 was born to provide awesome gear andare epic, waves are strong. George4x4 was born to provide awesome gear and
services for 4WDers.services for 4WDers.  

George4x4 group has more than 20 years of experience in manufacturing andGeorge4x4 group has more than 20 years of experience in manufacturing and
supplying lifting materials to over 30 countries worldwide. We aim to providesupplying lifting materials to over 30 countries worldwide. We aim to provide
strictly tested premium-quality gear at affordable prices for our valuedstrictly tested premium-quality gear at affordable prices for our valued
customers. We are keen to take the adventure with you!customers. We are keen to take the adventure with you!  

Manufacturing a rope gear requires attentive consideration of multiple factorsManufacturing a rope gear requires attentive consideration of multiple factors
to ensure it functions properly. Factors such as raw materials, string tightening,to ensure it functions properly. Factors such as raw materials, string tightening,
coating technique, rope protection, strength, weight and aesthetics are well-coating technique, rope protection, strength, weight and aesthetics are well-
reviewed before the production of each rope gear.reviewed before the production of each rope gear.  

Premium quality merits time and conscientiousness. You literally can't find aPremium quality merits time and conscientiousness. You literally can't find a
more meticulously rope manufacturing system than George4x4 rope gear.more meticulously rope manufacturing system than George4x4 rope gear.

ABOUT USABOUT US    ｜｜    33

What George4x4 PresentsWhat George4x4 Presents
The first hitch with round eyeletsThe first hitch with round eyelets
The first hitch with pear-shaped eyelet for big soft shackleThe first hitch with pear-shaped eyelet for big soft shackle
The first soft shackle with a black eye (a short protective sleeve at eyelet so it can effectively protect the soft shackle from abrasion)The first soft shackle with a black eye (a short protective sleeve at eyelet so it can effectively protect the soft shackle from abrasion)
Most product lines of lightweight gearMost product lines of lightweight gear
Most sizes of the soft shackle (customized orders for all lengths)Most sizes of the soft shackle (customized orders for all lengths)
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testing &testing &  
SplicingSplicing

Australian Made / DesignedAustralian Made / Designed / Tested / Tested
George4x4 Rope Gear including Soft Shackle, Tow Rope, Bridle Rope and WinchGeorge4x4 Rope Gear including Soft Shackle, Tow Rope, Bridle Rope and Winch
Rope are all hand spliced in Brisbane, Australia.Rope are all hand spliced in Brisbane, Australia.
George4x4 products including Black Eye Soft Shackle (Soft Shackle with a shortGeorge4x4 products including Black Eye Soft Shackle (Soft Shackle with a short
protective sleeve at eyelet), SK+ Hitch (Soft Shackle Hitch with Pearprotective sleeve at eyelet), SK+ Hitch (Soft Shackle Hitch with Pear-shaped-shaped
eyelet) and Winch Ring (Snatch Ring with Curved surface and Wider groove) areeyelet) and Winch Ring (Snatch Ring with Curved surface and Wider groove) are
all designed by George4x4 group.all designed by George4x4 group.

4  |  TESTING & SPLICING

quality conrolquality conrol
We pay serious attentionWe pay serious attention to products’ quality control. to products’ quality control.
George 4x4’s ropes are all strictly tested from batch toGeorge 4x4’s ropes are all strictly tested from batch to
batch before splicing. Oncebatch before splicing. Once the processing is finished, the processing is finished,
final product testing will be done. To increase the safetyfinal product testing will be done. To increase the safety
of products, George4x4 has all products testedof products, George4x4 has all products tested
individually and also as a set. Testing results areindividually and also as a set. Testing results are
supported by NATA Accredited Lab.supported by NATA Accredited Lab.
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SHACKLESHACKLE

Soft shackles are designed for safer/stronger/lighter andSoft shackles are designed for safer/stronger/lighter and

easier use, originated from fishing.easier use, originated from fishing.  

George4x4 Soft shackles are all designed, made, andGeorge4x4 Soft shackles are all designed, made, and

tested in Australia. 100% Australian products guaranteed.tested in Australia. 100% Australian products guaranteed.

"Black eye" is designed by George4x4 team for a longer"Black eye" is designed by George4x4 team for a longer

use life of soft shackles.use life of soft shackles.  

Work well as a joint for 4WD.Work well as a joint for 4WD.  

｜Facts about Soft Shackle｜｜Facts about Soft Shackle｜

SOFT SHACKLESOFT SHACKLE    ｜｜    77
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DIAMOND KNOT:DIAMOND KNOT:  
tails come out,tails come out,  
strong enough,strong enough,  
more economicalmore economical

BUTTON KNOT:BUTTON KNOT:  
tails buried in, stronger, better looking,tails buried in, stronger, better looking,
approx. 20% bigger tensile forceapprox. 20% bigger tensile force

Button knotButton knot
8MM 9800KG8MM 9800KG    

Button knotButton knot
9MM 14000KG9MM 14000KG    

Button knotButton knot
10MM 16000KG10MM 16000KG    

Button knotButton knot
10MM 16000KG10MM 16000KG    

Diamond knotDiamond knot
10MM 13300KG10MM 13300KG    

Button knotButton knot
11MM 18000KG11MM 18000KG    

Button knotButton knot
11MM 18000KG11MM 18000KG    

Button knotButton knot
12MM 22000KG12MM 22000KG    

Diamond knotDiamond knot
12MM 19800KG12MM 19800KG    

Diamond knotDiamond knot
11MM 15000KG11MM 15000KG    

Diamond knotDiamond knot
11MM 15000KG11MM 15000KG    

George4x4 is proud to present safer, stronger,George4x4 is proud to present safer, stronger,
lighter soft shackles with a range that includeslighter soft shackles with a range that includes
button knot and diamond knot soft shackles.button knot and diamond knot soft shackles.  
All hand spliced in Brisbane, AustraliaAll hand spliced in Brisbane, Australia
Tested by NATA accredited labTested by NATA accredited lab

Diamond knotDiamond knot
8MM 8500KG8MM 8500KG    

Diamond knotDiamond knot
9MM 12000KG9MM 12000KG    

Diamond knotDiamond knot
10MM 13300KG10MM 13300KG    

Diamond knotDiamond knot
14MM 26000KG14MM 26000KG    



 

 

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
--  Black eye designed Black eye designed
- Protective sleeve fitted- Protective sleeve fitted
- Made with rustproof ropes,- Made with rustproof ropes,    well known as dyneema/spectrawell known as dyneema/spectra
- High abrasion and impact resistance- High abrasion and impact resistance  
- High visibility and adequate UV resistant- High visibility and adequate UV resistant
- Super lightweight, floats in water & mud- Super lightweight, floats in water & mud
- No threading necessary, easy to handle, one-piece construction- No threading necessary, easy to handle, one-piece construction

SOFTSOFT
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Winch ring is designed to fit soft shackleWinch ring is designed to fit soft shackle
and synthetic winch rope only.and synthetic winch rope only.
Light in weight, easy to store and use.Light in weight, easy to store and use.

Winch ring, also known as snatch ring orWinch ring, also known as snatch ring or
pulley ring, is an ideal alternative ofpulley ring, is an ideal alternative of
traditional snatch block with no sharp edges.traditional snatch block with no sharp edges.

10  |  SOFT SHACKLE 



W I N C H  R I N GW I N C H  R I N G

George4x4 offers 11000kgGeorge4x4 offers 11000kg  
and 16000kg winch rings.and 16000kg winch rings.  
Premium quality guaranteed.Premium quality guaranteed.

SIZE 11000kgSIZE 11000kg
BS over 11000kgBS over 11000kg
Rope running up t0 14mmRope running up t0 14mm
Outer/inner diam:Outer/inner diam:
100mm/30mm100mm/30mm

SIZE 16000kgSIZE 16000kg
BS over 16000kgBS over 16000kg
Rope running up t0 16mmRope running up t0 16mm
Outer/inner diam:Outer/inner diam:
125mm/32mm125mm/32mm

KEY FEATURES: 
- New designed with wider groove and curved surface
- Strictly tested in Australia by NATA certified lab
- Solid aluminum machined and polished, lighter,
safer and more durable 

W I N C H  R I N GW I N C H  R I N G

George4x4 offers 11000kgGeorge4x4 offers 11000kg  
and 15000kg winch rings.and 15000kg winch rings.  
Premium quality guaranteed.Premium quality guaranteed.

SIZE 11000kgSIZE 11000kg
BS over 12000kgBS over 12000kg
Rope running up t0 14mmRope running up t0 14mm
Outer/inner diam:Outer/inner diam:
100mm/30mm100mm/30mm

SIZE 15000kgSIZE 15000kg
BS over 16000kgBS over 16000kg
Rope running up t0 16mmRope running up t0 16mm
Outer/inner diam:Outer/inner diam:
125mm/32mm125mm/32mm

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- New designed with wider groove and curved surface- New designed with wider groove and curved surface
- - Strictly tested in Australia by NATA accredited labStrictly tested in Australia by NATA accredited lab
- Solid aluminum machined and polished, lighter,- Solid aluminum machined and polished, lighter,
safer and more durablesafer and more durable  

WINCH RING  ｜  13
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George4x4 offers hitches for steelGeorge4x4 offers hitches for steel
shackles and soft shackles.shackles and soft shackles.  
Premium quality guaranteed.Premium quality guaranteed.

  

16  |  HITCH HITCH ｜  17

SK stands for Soft ShackleSK stands for Soft Shackle

SK+ is SK with larger eyeletSK+ is SK with larger eyelet  

Smooth edgesSmooth edges

More holesMore holes  
AdjustableAdjustable

SK vs SK+SK vs SK+

Tow BarTow Bar
hitchhitch

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- Made with solid aluminum or steel- Made with solid aluminum or steel
- Multiple holes designed to connect vertically and horizontally- Multiple holes designed to connect vertically and horizontally
- Working load limit 5000kg, minimum breaking strength 20000kg- Working load limit 5000kg, minimum breaking strength 20000kg
- Suit standard hitch pin (16mm)- Suit standard hitch pin (16mm)
- Strictly tested in Australia by NATA accredited lab- Strictly tested in Australia by NATA accredited lab

Soft shackle can only beSoft shackle can only be
connected to SK series hitch.connected to SK series hitch.
SK series hitch fits both softSK series hitch fits both soft
shackle and steel shackleshackle and steel shackle
Regular hitch cannot connect softRegular hitch cannot connect soft
shackle but only steel shackleshackle but only steel shackle

CautionCaution

Regular hitches connectRegular hitches connect
steel shackles onlysteel shackles only
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Matte Black SKMatte Black SK
232MM232MM

Golden SKGolden SK
232MM232MM

Glass Black SKGlass Black SK
232MM232MM

Matte Black SKMatte Black SK
170MM170MM

Orange SKOrange SK
170MM170MM

Glass Black SKGlass Black SK
170MM170MM

Black SK+Black SK+
170MM170MM

Orange SK+Orange SK+
170MM170MM

WLL 5000kg, BS 20000kgWLL 5000kg, BS 20000kg
Suit for steel shackles onlySuit for steel shackles only
Made of aluminum alloyMade of aluminum alloy
or solid steelor solid steel

Standard HitchStandard Hitch
WLL 5000kg, BS 20000kgWLL 5000kg, BS 20000kg
Suit for soft shackles and steel shacklesSuit for soft shackles and steel shackles
Made of aluminum alloy (Billet aluminum）Made of aluminum alloy (Billet aluminum）
SK hitch designed for soft shackles up to 11mmSK hitch designed for soft shackles up to 11mm
SK+ hitch designed for soft shackles up to 13mmSK+ hitch designed for soft shackles up to 13mm  

SK/SK+ HitchSK/SK+ Hitch

  

  

Blue Alloy StandardBlue Alloy Standard
230MM230MM

Red Alloy StandardRed Alloy Standard
200MM200MM

Black Alloy StandardBlack Alloy Standard
160MM160MM

Solid Steel StandardSolid Steel Standard
160MM160MM

Red SK+Red SK+
170MM170MM



SnatchSnatch  
StrapStrap

BS: 11000KG*3M  

BS: 8000KG*9M  BS: 11000KG*9M 

BS: 17000KG*9M  BS: 21000KG*9M  

20  |  SNATCH STRAP �BRIDLE STRAP ｜�BRIDLE STRAP ｜    2121

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- - George4x4George4x4    straps made of top quality 100% nylonstraps made of top quality 100% nylon
- - HighlyHighly elastic that can be elongated up to 20% elastic that can be elongated up to 20%
- UV resistant, water proof and more durable- UV resistant, water proof and more durable
- Both ends have reinforced eyelets- Both ends have reinforced eyelets
- Comes with 2pcs removable sleeves- Comes with 2pcs removable sleeves

  BRIdle STRAP/BRIdle STRAP/
equaliserequaliser

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- UV resistant, water proof and more durable- UV resistant, water proof and more durable
- Heavy duty reinforced eyelets- Heavy duty reinforced eyelets
- Used as Tree trunk protector/tree equaliser- Used as Tree trunk protector/tree equaliser

BS: 14000KG*3M/4M  

 100% polyester 100% nylon



Bridle RopeBridle Rope
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BS: 11000KGBS: 11000KG
11MM11MM

BS: 11000KG*11MMBS: 11000KG*11MM
with fixed eye at the middlewith fixed eye at the middle

BS: 9500KGBS: 9500KG
10MM10MM

BS: 9500KGBS: 9500KG
10MM10MM

BS: 11000KGBS: 11000KG
11MM11MM

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- Length: 3m/3.5m/4m/5m/customized- Length: 3m/3.5m/4m/5m/customized
- Made of UHMWPE ropes- Made of UHMWPE ropes
- Australian made, Australian tested- Australian made, Australian tested
- UV resistant, waterproof and more durable- UV resistant, waterproof and more durable
- Very light, can float in water- Very light, can float in water
- Take up little space, easy to store- Take up little space, easy to store
- Soft eye at both ends with protective sleeves- Soft eye at both ends with protective sleeves
- Breaking data is minimum breaking strength when straight pulling- Breaking data is minimum breaking strength when straight pulling
- Visible colour- Visible colour

BS: 18000KGBS: 18000KG
14MM14MM

BS: 14000KGBS: 14000KG
13MM13MM BS: 13200KGBS: 13200KG

12MM12MM

BS: 9500KG*10MMBS: 9500KG*10MM
with hard eyewith hard eye

BS: 18000KG*14MMBS: 18000KG*14MM
fully sheathedfully sheathed

BS: 14000KG*13MMBS: 14000KG*13MM
fully sheathedfully sheathed



BS: 11000KG*9MBS: 11000KG*9M    BS: 13300KG*9MBS: 13300KG*9M    

KINETIC ROPE ｜  25

Kinetic RopeKinetic Rope

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
--  100% double braided Nylon 100% double braided Nylon
- 30% stretching, increasing kinetic energy- 30% stretching, increasing kinetic energy
- Abrasion-resistant coated eyelets offer longer life- Abrasion-resistant coated eyelets offer longer life
- Water, UV and abrasive resistant- Water, UV and abrasive resistant
- Reduces potential of damage for both vehicles- Reduces potential of damage for both vehicles
- Hand spliced in house and rigorously tested- Hand spliced in house and rigorously tested

BS: 8600KG*9MBS: 8600KG*9M  BS: 5000KG*9MBS: 5000KG*9M    

24  |  KINETIC ROPE

BS: 23900KG*9MBS: 23900KG*9M    



Tow Rope/Tow Rope/
winch extensionwinch extension

26  |  TOW ROPE

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- Length: 10m/15m/20m/customized- Length: 10m/15m/20m/customized
- Made of UHMWPE ropes- Made of UHMWPE ropes
- Australian made, Australian tested- Australian made, Australian tested
- UV resistant, waterproof and more durable- UV resistant, waterproof and more durable
- Very light, can float in water- Very light, can float in water
- Soft eye at both ends with protective sleeves- Soft eye at both ends with protective sleeves
- Visible colour- Visible colour
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BS: 11000KGBS: 11000KG
11MM11MM

BS: 13200KGBS: 13200KG
12MM12MM

BS: 11000KGBS: 11000KG
11MM11MM

BS: 8000KGBS: 8000KG
9MM9MM

BS: 9500KGBS: 9500KG
10MM10MM

BS: 9500KGBS: 9500KG
10MM10MM

BS: 3300KGBS: 3300KG
6MM6MM

BS: 5800KGBS: 5800KG
8MM8MM  

Soft eyeSoft eye



KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- Length: 25m/26m/30m/customized- Length: 25m/26m/30m/customized
- Made of synthetic ropes- Made of synthetic ropes
- Australian made, Australian tested- Australian made, Australian tested
- UV resistant, high abrasion resistance- UV resistant, high abrasion resistance
- Very light, can float in water- Very light, can float in water
- Heavy duty reinforced eyelets with stainless steel thimble (closed type)- Heavy duty reinforced eyelets with stainless steel thimble (closed type)
- Visible colour- Visible colour

BS: 13200KG
12MM

BS: 9500KG
10MM

BS: 8000KG
9MM

BS: 5800KG
8MM 

winch ropewinch rope
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OFFSET Aluminum Hawse 
FAIRLEAD RED/YELLOW

fairleadfairlead

Features:Features:
- Two types- Two types    
- Designed for use with 8000-17000lb Dyneema/Synthetic Ropes- Designed for use with 8000-17000lb Dyneema/Synthetic Ropes
- Dimensions - 300mm (length) - 89mm (height) - 20mm (thickness)- Dimensions - 300mm (length) - 89mm (height) - 20mm (thickness)
- Slot size - 187mm x 25mm- Slot size - 187mm x 25mm
- Bolt spacing - 254mm- Bolt spacing - 254mm

Aluminum Hawse 
FAIRLEAD 

BS: 11000KG
11MM



Hammerlock + Slip Hook 
6mm*Breaking 4480kg

Hammerlock + Slip Hook 
7/8mm*Breaking 8000kg

Hammerlock + Sling Hook 
6mm*Breaking 4480kg

Hammerlock + Sling Hook 
7/8mm*Breaking 8000kg

Hammerlock + Self Lock Safety Hook 
6mm*Breaking 4480kg

hammerlockhammerlock
  & hook& hook

30  |  HAMMERLOCK & HOOK



Rated shackleRated shackle
for trailerfor trailer

32  |  STEEL SHACKLE

KEY FEATURES:KEY FEATURES:  
- - Made with high tensile steel, drop forged and heat-treatedMade with high tensile steel, drop forged and heat-treated  
- - Alloy steel over-sized yellow pin fittedAlloy steel over-sized yellow pin fitted
- - Hot dipped Galv. ,Hot dipped Galv. , rust resistant rust resistant
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WLL: 750KG*8MM
Breaking: 4500KG 

WLL: 1000KG*10MM
Breaking: 6000KG 

WLL: 1500KG*11MM
Breaking: 8000KG 

WLL: 2000KG*13MM
Breaking: 12000KG 

*�Data resource from Department of Transport Driver and Vehicle Services

D Shackle

Bow Shackle



accessoriesaccessories
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Heavy Duty BagHeavy Duty Bag    Functional Small BagFunctional Small Bag    

Recovery GlovesRecovery Gloves  

10000kg Snatch Block10000kg Snatch Block    

Dog LeashDog Leash

G80 Sling Winch HookG80 Sling Winch Hook  
with Half Hammerlockwith Half Hammerlock

Safety Blanket DampenerSafety Blanket Dampener

ACCESSORIES ｜ACCESSORIES ｜    3535

Bush HatBush Hat    4700kg Rated Shackle4700kg Rated Shackle  

3250kg Rated Shackle3250kg Rated Shackle   

4700kg Rated Shackle4700kg Rated Shackle  

4700kg Rated Shackle4700kg Rated Shackle  


